What are the basic visual cues that determine our preference towards mundane everyday objects? We previously showed that a highly potent cue is the nature of the object's contour: people generally like objects with a curved contour compared with objects that have pointed features and a sharp-angled contour. This bias is hypothesized here to stem from an implicit perception of potential threat conveyed by sharp elements. Using human neuroimaging to test this hypothesis, we report that the amygdala, a brain structure that is involved in fear processing and has been shown to exhibit activation level that is proportional to arousal in general, is significantly more active for everyday sharp objects (e.g., a sofa with sharp corners) compared with their curved contour counterparts. Therefore, our results indicate that a preference bias towards a visual object can be induced by low-level perceptual properties, independent of semantic meaning, via visual elements that on some level could be associated with threat. We further present behavioral results that provide initial support for the link between the sharpness of the contour and threat perception. Our brains might be organized to extract these basic contour elements rapidly for deriving an early warning signal in the presence of potential danger. © 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
We determine our preference towards people and objects in the environment frequently and rapidly (Ambady, Bernieri, & Richeson, 2000; Bar, Neta, & Linz, 2006; Willis & Todorov, 2006) . These first-impression preferences must rely on perceptual features in the image, especially when they are derived quickly. What are these features? In addressing this question, we discovered that the nature of an object's contour provides a potent source of influence on preferences (Bar & Neta, 2006) . Specifically, emotionally neutral objects comprised of primarily pointed features and sharp angles were liked significantly less than when the same objects were comprised of curved features (e.g., a watch with a sharp-angled contour compared with a watch with a curved contour).
What is the origin of this bias for preferring objects with curved visual elements significantly more than objects with sharp-angled elements? We hypothesize that this preference bias is the result of an elevated level of arousal in the presence of sharp-angled features; an elevated arousal that stems from an implicit association of these sharp features with threat and dan- * Corresponding author. ger. To test this hypothesis, we compared amygdala response between conditions when participants viewed sharp-angled and curved objects. Specifically, we collected pairs of objects where each pair consisted of one member whose contour is primarily comprised of sharp angles, and a counterpart whose corresponding features are curved. The object pairs could either depict real everyday objects (e.g., a sharp-angled candle and a curved candle) or novel patterns that we created (Fig. 1) . We ensured that the semantic meaning of the objects was emotionally neutral (i.e., we refrained from using images of objects such as knives or puppies). Each participant was exposed to only one member of each pair. In a third condition, we used objects with mixed sharp and curved features as a control baseline (see Section 1). Given that the amygdala in particular has been implicated in processing information related to fear and arousal (Adolphs et al., 1999; Whalen, 1998) , we concentrated on the difference in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activity elicited in the amygdala by these three conditions. If the reduced liking for sharp-angled objects stems from an elevated perception of threat, one would expect increased amygdala activation for this condition compared with both the curved and the baseline conditions.
